SUN as a Service®
THE SMARTEST POWER
Greenhouse producers are looking for an energy and
Greenhouse producers are looking for an energy and
cost-efficient grow light solution that fits today’s
sustainability concerns.
sustainability concerns.
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Thanks to SUN as a Service cloud platform
Thanks to the SUN as a Service cloud platform
(”SUNaaS”), Sollum™ provides the only truly dynamic
("SUNaaS"), Sollum™ provides the only truly dynamic
solution on the market.
solution on the market.
Our solution is setting the standard in dynamic grow
Our solution is setting the standard in dynamic grow
lights.
lights.

CLEANTECH OF THE FUTURE
Sollum’s
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dynamic lighting
lighting solution
solution was
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Schedule special light treatments to address
specific crops needs.

DATA
DATA AND DECISIONS:
ALL
IN Automatic
REAL dimming
TIMEand spectrum
compensation of the fixtures are enabled by
continuous tracking of ambient light to
ensure lights recipes are accurately
maintained.

Accurately tracking the total amount of light
plants are exposed to enables SUNaaS to
their necessary daily light integral (DLI).

100%
100%DYNAMIC
DYNAMIC
100%
SMARTER
100% SMARTER

Producers benefit from personalized
dashboard and reports.

SUNaaS is the nerve center of Sollum’s
lighting solution.
It dynamically recreates, perfects, and
modulates the full spectrum of the Sun’s
natural light in real time.
Grow produce anywhere in the world,
regardless of their native climate and the
location of the greenhouse.

24/7 remote monitoring

Spectrometer
Intelligent network

Spectrometer

Multi-zone light
management

Real-time control

OUR BRAIN:
LIGHT MANAGEMENT

aaS)

Diversify your production by designating multiple
lighting zones in a greenhouse and applying multiple
crop-specific light recipes.

REMOTE MONITORING
AND MAINTENANCE
Advanced monitoring capabilities track fixture health
and allow SUNaaS to calibrate fixtures for optimal
output.
Notifications are automatically sent to the Customer
Support team who can remotely recalibrate fixtures,
conduct software-related preventative maintenance,
and monitor fixture status.

IRONCLAD SECURITY
Only Sollum fixtures can apply SUNaaS
algorithms and performance to run any
light recipe.
Sensors collect data to calibrate the lighting
output defined by a light recipe in real time.

Grow Forward!

Choose the cleantech of the future.

Recipes and controls are embedded in the
fixtures, allowing them to operate normally
even when the internet is down.
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